
Gig rowing group

Progress is being made towards the formation of a Gig rowing group based within the club 
and formed wholly from Tudor members.

The following are the minutes of a meeting involving interested members that took place last 
Sunday to discuss the details of how to proceed with the project. As you can see there were 
5 members present who have committed to the project on the basis of a minimum of 10 in 
total.......in the last two days the committed number has now risen to 8....this means that we 
need just 2 more members to join the project and the Tudor will have Gig rowing on its list of 
activities......if you think that you would like to support this project then please read the 
following minutes for more detailed information and then please contact Ian DuCane to 
discuss.  Mob. 07775916077.  

Tudor Gig Club

Minutes of Meeting No.1         28TH. Feb. 2016

Agenda points in Italics.

1. Those present;-     Ian Ducane,  Robin Pearce,  Colin Rowland,  Tim Gallier,  
David Goldfinch.

Due to communication problems the following people who have expressed an 
interest in the Gig rowing project did not attend but their interest is still noted 
and warmly welcomed.

Bill Jones,  Paul and Nikki Rivington,  Anne Farrell,  Andy Abinett,  Marc Brain,
Paul Megson,  Jason and Sharron Chipper  and Will Stokely.

2. Discussion on financial implications of transfer of ownership from Ian DuCane
to the group members.

It was decided that a Gig group would be formed and would take over the 
ownership of the Gig currently owned by Ian DuCane on the understanding 
that there would be a minimum of 10 members in the group, there would not 
be any maximum number but only those parties that have expressed 
commitment by the 12th. March 2016 would be included in the group.

That the initial capital to be raised by the members should be £1,200 .....this 
to cover the purchase cost of the Gig...£1,000......plus cost of current 
insurance policy £45.... thus leaving £155 in the group funds for any future 
agreed expenditure.  Thus the cost to members of the group will be £1200 
divided by the number of committed members as at 12th. March....as the 
minimum number of members will be 10 the maximum outlay for members will
not exceed £120.   

This cut of date is necessary to enable the Gig project to move forward in a 
planned and controlled manner.

It was decided (subject to the agreement of the full final membership.) that 
Gig group members would have full use of the boat without charge other than 
their initial outlay and that the ongoing funding of the Gig will be carried by 
charging non group members a small nominal usage fee......Say £2.00  per 



outing per person. This charge will be further discussed as there will need to 
be flexibility when encouraging cadets and on public open days.

 3.. Timing of transfer of ownership.

Assuming that the above minimum commitment is reached the transfer of 
ownership will take place as soon as practical after the 12th. March. 2016.

Should there be less than 10 committed people by the 12th. March then a 
decision will be made by the group thus far formed as to abandon the project. 

4. Initial structure of club control. (Posts for Secretary, Maintenance/repair, Crew
list organisor) 

Most of these points will be dealt with by the full final membership. However in
the interim Ian Ducane will continue to deal with any minor maintenance 
issues and remains as the sole responsible insured owner. Colin Rowland has
agreed to liaise with Richard Barnes with regard to possibly incorporating a 
Gig time table for easy crew input.

5. Initial on the water schedule. 

The first on the water outing is scheduled for AM Saturday 12th March 2016. 
The exact time to be decided.

6. Boat  equipment storage.

Ian DuCane will liaise with the bosons’ to hopefully find a safe storage 
situation in the boat garage for the sculls and sweeps.

7. Exchange of group contact information.

A separate list of interested parties contact numbers and email addresses is 
attached to these minutes.

8. Family usage.

For those families where only one family member is a full Gig group member, 
It was decided (again subject to the final membership agreement) that family 
members would need to fall under the heading of non members and would be 
subject to the Usage fee.

9. Any other business.

Those present then moved to the compound and inspected the Gig and its 
gear.

It was thought that a small emergency outboard might reach the water without
the need of a bracket.......tobe tested on the water......probably will if some 
“large” crew are detailed to move aft!!!! 

Business concluded approx ......1100hrs.

Since the end of the meeting the committed group now stands at 8 in No.




